Babson gives up on business

In a bold move that shocked student and faculty alike and rocked Wall Street to its very foundations, President Ralph Storment has announced Babson will switch from business to liberal arts, effective immediately.

"Our goal, quite simply, is to become the top liberal arts school in the country," Storment said. In discussing the reason for the switch, he responded, "We thought about it long and hard and decided that there was no future in business management, and that arts are the wave of the future."

Reaction has been mixed, although the administration has been encouraged so far. Alumni donations have increased, and most students seem unconcerned about the changes. "All we take the first three years in Liberal Arts one sophomore noted. "Why not?" Another sophomore stated, "I don't like it, the arts courses are a lot harder!" A prominent senior said, "Does this mean I can't take courses at LasBowie or Pine Manor?"

The burst of the blow has fallen upon the faculty, most of whom are unhappy, to say the least. "Marketing is all I know," said one professor. "What can I do?" "This is really rough on me," commented Jeff Halle, Babson's vice president for business. "I just reorganized my office and now I have to move out!"

A large number of the faculty, who are required to be faculty members according to the Pres' pledge not to fire any teacher who would shift to liberal arts. In fact, several faculty members have already signed up to teach in new fields. Jack Morley is managing the transition, and the students are true to their beliefs.

"It's just a matter of time before I get used to the change," Professor Mary was reported to say. "I've been teaching for 10 years, and I think it's time for a change."

Several defections are reported to have occurred in the Accounting Division to teach arts and psychology courses. Michael Fishers commented, "I never could keep track of all that mumbo-jumbo anyway." "Now I'll get respect from students because I'll be teaching some- thing real," said Professor Nancy Cotter. "Let's face it, accounting is dull, dull, dull," summarized Chairman D. Hog- lind.

The Finance Department is reported to be leaning towards the dance and ballet. According to Joseph Lowdell, the depart- ment might still opt for the social sciences, but in either event a decision will be made soon, because all the other depart- ments are struggling to cope with the growing subjects." Other more popular courses announced include the Econom- ics Department, which plans to add French and Italian, and Math and English. "We think these courses now are exciting majors and we're left...

Continued on Page 2

Police puzzled over interns

The Bebe Five - O is baffled after an unknown group of students from Park Manor Central stole the Information Center over Spring Break.

Between the Sheets

**No news.**

FEATRES

**Fewer features.**

Capital Campaign is floundering

According to reliable sources in the Alumni Office, Biological Col- lege could soon be in dire trouble, raising donations from the amount raised from the college's Capital Campaign.

"Deep waters," our source reports, that collections from the alumni caused only $40 million this year. What's worse, only 99 of the 200 donors who gave in last year's capital campaign have come back this year. "They've given their fair share on the other hand, 100% donors who gave in the capital campaign," said President Johnson saying "Have you given your fair share?" in answer to the question. "Your total donation of $500 entitles the donor to a tax deduction from the Head of the Alumni Department, Joe Moroney. "Our goal is to reach $500,000 this year."" He added, "Please, make it a package deal, two steps as a memorial for $3 million. Who could resist an offer like that?"

Moroney also had some ideas for the Alumni Office's annual Phon-a-thon, where students call alumni to ask them to donate. "The concept is not just plain dull," he said. "It's called Pn-o-a-thon. Knowing the alumni like it, I know the one...

Continued on Page 2

Socialite dead at Pub

Tragedy struck the Babson campus last Thursday evening at the Beaver Brau when Josi LaCroix, leading campus socialite, collapsed and died of heat prostration.

According to one of Croc's confidantes, Shirley Prep, Croc was sitting down drinking a Perrier on the rocks with a twist after dancing to "Last Dance" by Donna Summer. Suddenly, he began to sweat, and then, then, like wow, he really turned red. Ms. Prep stated, continuing...

"It was weird, then he began panting and fanning himself, then began clapping at his shirt and he fell over into his drink. He ruined my Diane Jon Faustenbaker designer shirt. It was gross...

Due to the large crowd at the Pub to hear the "Ball Cap" DJ Carl Miner, it took several hours for Ms. Prep to summon help. By the time Bebe Five-O arrived on the scene at 5 am, Croc was dead. P. Baloney, Medical Examiner for the town was mystified by Croc's sudden col- lapse and death. "The only fact I have discovered that sheds any light on this mystery is the fact that Mr. Croc was wearing 5 shirts, one on top of another. The layering effect of all the fabric had a tremendous insulating effect." Friends of the late social butterfly were also puzziled by the collapse. He was in tremendous condition, one friend said. "He made it a point to get out and boogie at least twice a week." Another female associate notes, "In all my contacts with him I've never known him to be tired for anything."

According to Croc's family, memorial services will be held Saturday morning in Boston. 15 Landdown. Admis- sions will be $2.00, and waiters are asked to "dress to impress." In lieu of flowers, memorial laments may be made to the Halton De la Renta Foundation for the Termi- nally Icic.

"It was weird, then he began panting and fanning himself, then began clapping at his shirt and he fell over into his drink. He ruined my Diane Jon Faustenbaker designer shirt. It was gross..."
New public strategy unveiled

In a bold new attempt to gain fame and fortune for tiny Babson College, Rick Bellhop, Director of Publicity and Newswriting, has announced a new strategy to get Babson on television.

"The idea is simplicity itself," Bellhop explained. "We'll use TV to get on TV! The main idea is that all Babson students, faculty, administration and staff will collectively show the media, I know that this will bring them over in droves. Imagine! A small campus with not one, but two, brilliant, just brilliant! Bellhop models every expansion of thought."

The proposed involves major facets to involve all of the Babson community. Students will be holding demonstrations at Channels 4.5 and 4.7, shouting slogans such as "Cranke is a Commie" and "We're not for 4.8 and 4.9 and we have already hired some radical students to hold reporters hostage, on live TV if possible.

Faculty members will be charged with writing articles for local news media articulating economic, social, and political reasons why. This is a trouble some area right now, because, as Bellhop admitted, "We haven't the faintest idea why we would ever want to get on the news.

Of course, the most difficult part of the project will involve the actual watching TV. This help is expected to be making a treacherous inspection and some for contraband items and a constant watch will be a serious crime," Bellhop emphasized.

Bellhop feels that the boycott pro TV could be the most successful stunt the college has ever pulled off. "Funner's Day just didn't seem to attract the media," he explained, "and the Russian demonstration was only on 2 of the 5 major channels. This is possibly it's most important. Intersted parties are urged to stay tuned for further developments."

Good news on Babson campus

Bodell Bagley, President Soarinsin's Director of Good News, has been working care fully with the Student Gov't and that highly scholarly and intellecutal fount of knowledge, Dr. Alphy Croo, on a new publication dedicated to all the truly good news that happens on the Babson campus.

The Free Press has obtained a special four page tab, which includes many articles and features about good things that everyone really should know.

Stories follow:

The Health Center is running very smoothly, and no one died there last week. Nurse Gerta Putteen reported that someone who visited Mag last week, and she received their check, "has the greatest food from a hospital patient.

The Dry Dock served over 2000 people last week, and gave only 12 cases of food poisoning were reported, a big improvement.

Treasurer Jess Putter reported that the college did not go bankrupt last week.

No one has been in intramural or fraternal sports for the past four weeks.

An incredible 50% of the students, besides the usual trays of Tim Dining Hall, are choosing not to be cleaned at their station.

Tuition is going up a paltry 1.14%.

Security, saw 12 students speeding, but could not go faster than they are allowed, and gave them tickets. To compensate, an extra 100 parking tickets were issued.

There were only 16 fire alarms at Pizitz Hall over the past three days. The W.F.D. showed up for 12 of them, Security was at 2.

A special test done at the library, showed that 300 students noise level ranks below a DC 10, and do not bother a student. An ear-splitting concert, and not louder than a DC 10, as earlier thought.

Four students were actually able to use a book to be finished 1960, in a display of incredible dedication, last Thursday at the library.

The Chamber of Commerce held a meeting last night.

The Republican Club folded after George Bush turned down their invitation to come and speak.

A Student Government sponsored concert broke even last month.

Half the freshmen class passed Physics and Star.

The shuttle ran on schedule yesterday.

Crazed founder shocks club

At the most recent meeting of Babson's most enduring organization, Sucker K, an angry, outburst from the founder and former president, brought tears to the eyes of many, this reporter met with:

The five members of the organization are "Find us a cause and we'll give to it," who attended the meeting were dumfounded, but who witnessed, "I never knew the club was so important..." one member was heard to say. After the outburst from Peter McAnus. She went on to say, "I thought he just wanted it for his resume like the rest of us.

McAnus is reponsible for establishing, a beaten out of time."

The vice-president of Sucker K, Crag Gibson, "an amon from the room as soon as the fight started because he wasn't sure what was going on."

Skepticism was voiced by the club, the only one who kept her head in the crisis. She simply to McAnus there was no point in doing whereupon he regained his com position, and retired to the man. Baby Five-O took the cover and rushed to the assembly for the 

When asked what prompted the fray, Anderson said, "It wasn't anything specific. these sort of incidents have been happening all year. Peter just decided he couldn't give up his club."

Anderson and Agnostic said they would have a bake sale to raise money for McAnus's hospita l and psychiatric bills. Anyone interested in working on the project should see Anderson.
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Tragedy strikes nurse at Health Center

Have you ever had the pleasure of staying at the Health Center? Then you’ve had the real pleasure, the pleasure, that is, of living with Elaina Wowchick. But have you been there lately? Have you noticed that Elaina is no longer there? Have you noticed that you can now understand the nurses at the Health Center? What happened and why the mysterious disappearance?

Could it be that Horrenda Wowchick ran off with Mrs. Apple and Elaina couldn’t stand it? Could it be that Elaina has run off with Dr. Peabrain? No—it was a much more frightening experience than that. Last week, while Elaina was taking a new human vaccine at the Health Center, she was mysteriously sucked up in the mechanism never to be seen again.

The new machine, purchased only a short time ago, was Elaina’s pride and joy. It was a human vaccine which could be used to keep the Health Center healthy and dust free while at the same time functioning as a dummy for her CPR course. Unfortunately, she was never able to use it for either purpose.

Elaina decided to test the effectiveness of the computerized marvel before the student body returned from vacation when she accidentally pushed the button which said “suckier instead of ‘pucker.’” Both Mrs. Apple and Dr. Peabrain rushed to the scene, but it was too late. The dummy had sucked up Elaina and digested her, and even the Babson green and whiteness couldn’t put Elaina back together again.

But more importantly, what happened to the machine? Elaina, wherever she is, will be happy to know that the human vacuum is functioning perfectly. After a few minor repairs, everything was back to normal. Thank goodness, because President Soretenone was up in arms since it had taken nearly a year to suck an alumni into donating a million dollars for this stupid machine. As Walsh said, “If this machine had been damaged, how would I have ever gotten any alumni to donate money for my personal water bed and sauna?”

The staff at the Health Center expresses their supreme condolences over Elaina’s disappearance. As Elaina said as she was being sucked into the mechanism, “Schickchlow long, Bud!”

The art of being coool

Recently, “Boston” magazine ran an article entitled “How to Pass for a Harvard Student.” I couldn’t help but think of our existential little Babson community and the unique qualities that we are characterized by. How to Pass for a Baboine?

Girls: First, buy a bookbag. Any type will do, but if you want to look sophisticated, you should have this Chestnut Hill Mall or Quincy Market. Next, go out and buy shoes in every color in the rainbow (cotton for the first semester and corduroy for the second). Get them bright so that they throw off more glory than Three Mile Island. Then get yourself at least four button-down oxford shirts, pink, yellow, blue and white are the basics. Next aim your wardrobe come designer jeans (the longer, more foreign-sounding name, the better) and coordinating turtlenecks. You must simply put your initials on everything and complete your wardrobe with either Bass shoes or Bean boots.

Guys: Wear a waist length ski jacket in any of the following color combinations: white/blue, green/yellow, or red/orange. If you can’t find one of these, buy a Baracuta or two. Band T-shirts, jeans or hospital pants and sneakers will complete your wardrobe. N.B. Remember that your jacket is of the utmost importance. Wear it all the time, even if the Beaver Brau is ninety-five degrees. Above all, don’t ever let what the girls wear last you be labeled “preppie.”

Everyone: Spend most of your time in the Dry Dock. Pass through it at every possible opportunity, pretending your going to check your mailboxes.

Drink Heineken out of bottles (Those with real class are permitted to drink Guinness Stout).

Go to all the rush parties, but don’t think of joining a frat.

Get a work-study job at the gym, but never at Trim.

Eat at Danny’s of Nick’s; insist that you hate the cafe.

Only major in accounting, management, or entrepreneurial studies.

Call skipping classes, “Blowing it off.”

Criticize anyone unlike yourself.

Gossip.

Insist that “Disco Sucks”.

Don’t live in Bryant of Forest Hall, or at east don’t admit to it.

Go to the Brau Wednesday night, and Mary Ann’s on Friday night.

Take courses at Pine Mattress during Policy Finalation.

Go to the library whenever you are not in the Dry Dock.
Appalled

Tueday, March 4, marks the date of Babson's annual Founder's Day observance. To honor our founder, Roger Babson, Babson held its third annual induction into the Academy of Distinguished Entrepreneurs. Even though, at the time, there were 18 inductees, the event was well attended and became acquainted with the guests. The guests, in turn, did their best job to interest students in their respective stories of success.

For and intents and purposes, the day's events were executed, the students enjoyed their guests, and Babson received some kudos for diversity. However, this editor is upset with the incident which occurred during the day's proceedings. It may seem minor to some; but, to those of us with pride in our great school, it stung like a slap in the face.

By now, most of the readers of this highly esteemed publication must know what I am referring to. The incident should receive no more attention, as it is rather despicable. However, in order for this editor to set the record straight, this issue must be addressed.

As difficult as it is to believe, it's true that the honored entree to the Academy of Distinguished Entrepreneurs was received by students from this fine institution of higher education. No one refutes a Babson student. After all, just ask any entrepreneur what they are? Or, more importantly, who they would be without Babson's fine entrepreneurship program? Don't they understand that this, the aspiring number one business school, can make them or break them? After all, what was entrepreneurship before Babson made it special?

They question must be raised, "What right does this influential group have to say at all? Typically these people are presented by Babson's finest?" I for one, speaking as a true believer in the Babson mission, can find no excuse for this display of arrogance and think no one should be afforded these egomaniacs to rub Andy Babson against the wrong side of the fence. With whom do they think they are dealing?

Personally, weighing the benefits of winning and bragging, as well as the threats posed by these pesos against the cost of a student, of what may someday be the nation's number one business school, would be far better off shunning these egotistical types and honoring only our own entrepreneurs who will never forget what fine school made them big.

Perhaps, we could give the outsiders one more chance; but then they measure up to expected standards of behavior, they sha'll have Babson to kick around anymore.

Pooh, Pooh

Again, I am faced with the task of coming up with a witty little commentary to brighten up your day. Each week, I ask myself, "What silly little issue or person can I knock to bits this week?" The task seems just a tad too difficult even for the brainiest of minds. Yet, I am sure that I will again achieve amazing success and still avoid an attempt on my life.

With the advent of spring (spring is such a pejorative word), the weather is very, very, very much spring-like. As wonderful things we could all do to make this garbage dump a better place to live.

My first suggestion is to take one day next week during which each little Babson student would plant a flower on campus. Flowers would just be the perfect thing to really make this campus pretty. And besides, with all the digging we have, the students wouldn't even need diggers. Can you imagine the great feeling you could get from literally growing through the tulips you way Poole Hall?

Another day next week, the student body could get together and paint all the classrooms a baby pink. It would make the rooms so much brighter and it would be so cheery to walk into class each day. Some of the rooms could be daffodil yellow or a subtle mimosa color. It would at least be better than looking at those drab, seedy walls we now have. All the little ladies on campus could get together and have a seen bee to make curtains for the classrooms. I think that a nice calico would do the job.

Since making the campus more happy and gay is our goal, how about opening up a little clothing boutique on campus? We could throw out those gross and disgusting things the administration insists on calling the BraeTAG Collegetore and fill that mall with clothing. We could have a department just for quilts. We could also sell things like feathers. Polly Flinders dresses, jewelry and a cute selection of designer sportswear. Fashion is really in this year, and it would help us to be more beautiful students. I think that in honor of this really nasty holiday, there should be some new clubs formed on campus. We could call it the low class and okay we have now. Some tiny, bitter suggestions that come to mind are: a swimming club, a bou' o'clock tea club, a bakery club, and a quilling club. Just think of all the pretty things that the BraeTAG campus could make and do if it were not forced to consider sand as not being dirt, with dirt being full of sand. It is definitely dirt, just mild.

The least offensive, lowest crime form of humor is referred to as sand. Sand is pretty tame, it includes such things as trivial things as what people got on a test, who is in the infirmary, or who will be speaking at Founder's Day. Some rummages.

The next grade is dirt itself, which is the type of gossip used by people who are, that is to say sand is as bad as it gets. The people who are pregnant or who have VP. The people who everyone wants to know about.

The term for the highest level is dirt and is used for dirt about very prominent people. An example might be the President of the United States having an affair or the Governor caught in a compromising position. The word "modest" comes to mind from it. Many of us use this word. Perhaps this information, which has only scratched the surface of the subject, will help to stimulate interest and study in this area.

Sincerely,

R. M. Monger, Ph.D.

Special Crossword designed with the Babson student in mind

**I WALK**
**CICADAS**
**DELINE**
**PAROXYSM**
**EDITOR**
**EMINENCE**
**ART DECO**
**ARACHNID**
**ARTIFICIALLY**
**LOATE**
**PINTER**
**PRINT PUNTER**
**DICT EXCEEDS**
**TINT HUSK**
**HADOR YUCK**
**GOREN NEE**
**MARAI**
**OLEATE**
**TOLERINGS**
**ASCENDS**
**ERRANDS**

**ACROSS**
1. Johnny Cash hit, the line.
2. Coloratura altos.
3. Taking a look.
4. The incantation.
5. For, plant, on one.
6. High rank or reputation.
7. Paternal relative.
8. Call.
11. In Kuwait.
12. Mr. Nelson's room.
13. Life of a gibbon.
15. Shall we go?
17. Sea eagle.
18. Boulter:
Penny.
19. Work with a e.
20. Wires.
22. Garden gear.
23. Metallic color.
24. Vegetable.
25. Rosemary.
26. On the head.
27. Silver.
28. Sow on.
29. Play with a cak.
30. After.
31. A lack of species.
32. A te.
33. A general store.
34. A department.
35. Sheet music.
36. On a train.
37. A white.
38. A cak.
39. A person.
40. A person.
41. A person.
42. A person.
43. A person.
44. A person.
45. A person.
46. A person.
In and Within

Little Bo and the Peeps will be singing up a storm at the Wellesley Inn on Thursday, March 30, at 4:00 A.M. Tickets are very scarce, but a few are still available at $750 and $775.

The Babson College Social Committee is pleased to announce that the Bees will reunite for a concert right here at Camp Babson. That’s right, Ringe, John, Paul and George will perform at Knight Auditorium. To cut down on crowds, the concert will not be held until May 27, when school is not in session, so crazed students will not overrun our venerable campus. Admission is free.

Wanda and the Boo Hawgs will perform their top hits, including “Foot Long Love” and “Hot Light Bulbs” at the shatze da Vil. A free drink is included in ticket prices, which are $5.00, $5.50, and $1.50 available at Pickles, Louise’s Ticket, Rip-Off, Out-Of-Touch Tickets and Dial-A-Joke.

Bernice and her Happy Pipes will be putting smiles on the faces of the Barfield Gardens on April 12. Come and take a sniff $5 for one hour of a high-life experience.

The First Annual Clog Show will be taking place at Hyenas Auditorium all this week with the theme “Studley to Fugly-Our clogs fit snugly.” Admission prices will vary. $3.50 for normal people, $5.00 for Delta Big members, $8.00 for the tagalongs. Be there. Aloha.

Movie Re-view

There is a fascinating wave of new films spreading information, educating, and fascinating entertainment across America. Recently, I had the opportunity to see one of these fine films, In Search of Noah’s Ark.

This film divulged exciting new information from around the world by combining both modern film footage and documentary film footage shot by Moses' son, Moses, on the ark.

Unfortunately these films are usually in town for a few short weeks; so when you see a rate advertisement for this film or any of the other fine American International films, for example In Search of Historic Jesus, run out and see them.

Unfortunately American International has been bought out by a conglomerate concerned only with making a cheap buck, and we may be seeing the last of these fine films. Let’s hope we don’t have to put up with more films like Apocalypse Now, Kramer vs. Kramer, or Breaking Away, let’s hope not.

It takes a tough man to make a tender chicken.

Stuff your oven with a dragon

“When I went to Nairobi, I forgot to pack my antiperspirant. I thought I would die. Luckily, the pygmy next door loved me his Ban Roll On. I couldn’t believe the difference. It had a nice scent and gave me the protection I needed in that Nairobi sun. Now, the pygmy next door and I are best friends. Thank you Ban Roll On.”

GIOVANNI OF Salon
85 Central Street
Wellesley

Introduces Internationale

Fernando and Patricia
235-2787

Two talented artists. Come and be delighted with a new spring haircut and the finest in beauty care.

Permanents
Cut & Blow drying
Sunburst
Manicuring
Highlighting-Painting

Fernando says:

Hennaprecinct is a unique product scientifically formulated to eliminate all that negative association with ordinary henna. Hennaprecinct is the only henna product that penetrates the hair shaft through natural, organic shea butter and amino acids to provide long-term loving and conditioning benefits. Hennaprecinct contains no metallic dyes, parabens, or harsh chemicals.

Hennaprecinct is a combination of natural, certified henna, hydrolyzed proteins, light neutralizers and other plant-based ingredients which work inside the overall hair follicle, from root to tip, for total protection. Hennaprecinct is completely natural and is easy to use. Hennaprecinct is a unique formula that allows regular, repeated treatments without a cumulative build-up on the surface of the hair. Hair coloring, permanent waving and relaxing can be offered the salon customer before or after a Hennaprecinct treatment with the assurance of total success. Hennaprecinct can be applied as often as desired. To ensure color continuity and superb conditioning, apply at least every 8 to 10 weeks.

SALON HOURS
Monday - Friday 8-8
Saturday 8-6

24 hour advance notice PLEASE

As a special introduction on Mondays only Fernando will give a 50% discount to college students for any service with this ad only.
May I have the envelope please!

And the winner is . . . .

Bob Hatlee, Director of the New Babson Players, has announced this year’s winners of the Babson Awards.

Speech of the Year Award: President Sorensen, Founder’s Day 1980

"...they (entrepreneurial) bit off more that they could chew and they chewed. Really Ralph!

The Years Best Dressed Male: Jules Strull

"I believe T-shirts and dungarees are the coming fashion."

The Years Best Dressed Female: Celia Busstedt

"For her ridiculous neon outfits; she doesn’t have to come to Babson to learn the world’s oldest profession."

The Corporal Klinger Award: David P. Sarafin for his ability to look better in a dress that alot of Babson females.

The "I don’t get no respect" Award: The Babson Student Body

The Jimmy Carter ”Smiling Face” Award: Tim Marken and Jennifer Horton

for those pearly whites.

The Buster Brown Nose Award: Tim Marken and Kathy McConaghy

the Babson Student Business Award: Mickey Rivers

for that successful Big Brothers raffle he ran.

The Teachers of the Year Award: Prof. Holtgreen and Prof. Odjigov

where would we be without them.

The "I love Babson" Award: To the 42 undergraduates who were kick out last semester.

The Big Sister Award: Ellen Berry

for her caring about the well being of her sister, missing from a party with some unknown male.

The "I hate Babson" Award: Sir Isaac Newton

for taking his name off the old library.

The Babson Photography Award: Charlie Izzard

for his excellant pictures for Playgirl.

Best Male Vocalist: Charlie Harrington

for his rendition on hockey buses and at rugby parties.

Best Female Vocalist: Sigma Kappa Society for your "hardy-lows" in connecticut.

the Rip Van Winkle Award: J. Otto Wardwell

for failure to make classes, despite the fact that none of them start before noon.

The Prohibition Award: Freshmen Class

for sponsoring an open-bar semi-formal.

The Best Dressed Professor: Richo Bruno

pink ties, lime green jacket, new lid.

The Tom Snyder Award: the Registrar

for making the easiest task a pain in the ass.

The Hodding Carter Award: Carl Meyer

because no one knows how or why he got his position or what he’s doing.

the "I don’t live here, I just live here" Award: Todd Wyner

in the person who says he doesn’t live on campus but really does.

The "Get out before it’s too late" Award: Mickey Rivers

How’s Switzerland Mickey.

The "Tom had you caught" Award: Pledges of Sigma Kappa

for sending valentines to the Sister secret beau, and getting caught.

Babson’s Best Dancer Award: Male: Fran Pantuso-who’ll never make an All-American on the dance floor; it’s too bad everyone’s watching Robin, their missing some laughs.

Female: Lenore Skomal- for successfully imitating the moves of scores of dancers, without them taking notice.

The "I’ll start my diet tomorrow" Award: Linda Haber, Debby Blondin and Deirdre Siak

---

The perfect addition to your record selection!

THE BABSON TOP 40

All of your favorites on one album, You get such hits as . . .

"Sweet Surrender", featuring Helen and the Kasulks

"Screemn Blue, Everybody Knows One", by Diamond in the Rough

"Crisco Inferno", featuring the Trimms

"Evergreen", by the Babson Rock Band

"Odjigov you into my life"

"Oh Drinkwater, keep on rolling"

"Please come to Babson (she said NO)" by the Carvers

"Hogland is your land."

"Like a Remstatt Cowboy"

"Summer Knights", by Annex and Aud

"Wrench will I see you again"

"Hornaday for a daydream"

"Saturday Night Ferrer"

"Cheeseburger in Paradise" by Dry and the Heaves

"When will I see you again" by Sir Isaac Newton

"Stake my shoulders"

"Give us all you’ve got" by the Tuitions

And Many More!

CALL NOW, TOLL FREE! 1-800-201-6333

---

STUDENT ADVISOR APPLICATIONS

Pick Up Applications in Dean Carson’s Office, in the Administration Bldg.

The Deadline for Returning Applications to Dean Carson’s Office is Monday, March 24th.

Any questions? contact:

Kathy McConaghy Box 1454
Karl Johnson Box 1121,
or Jenny Herd Box 1156

---

FAMOUS MAKERS’ CHINOS

• Assorted Colors
• Stills 25-34

CHINOS

$7

Compare at 114

The Clothes Line

Brand Name Sportswear Outlet For Men & Young Men Ladies

The Clothes Line

Offer good thru 3/26/90

with this ad.

---

GALS

Open 9 to 5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 11 to 5

Logo of Waves 98.7 Nashua 91.5

---
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KKB - New Greek success story

What is the most socially and otherwise active organization to hit Camp Babe since the inception of Murders and Inquisitions? What single group of beings has changed the meaning of the word "sorority"? Who has given a new meaning to the term "socially active"? It's the newest sorority on campus: Kappa Klappa Bamma.

Having only been formed last semester, KKB has made explosive progress. From innovative new social activities to stimulating new ways to raise money, KKB has surpassed records for any other campus organizations. According to the President, Lawrence Brando, "Like, ya know, it's really isn't hard to raise money if you know where the money is. It's like, if you want something, there's always something you can give in return."

The sisters of Kappa Klappa Bamma, in the matter of a few short months, have raised enough money to erect their own sorority house. The structure contains approximately forty rooms, as well as a building complete with a thirty-course menu for the sisters, as well as about ten guest rooms for any guests who might drop in. A unique feature of the new residence will be that each room will be stacked with water beds, mirrors on the ceilings and trodeweave five silk sheets, freshly laundered of course.

The sisters also want to be known to their social prominence. Says Nibbly Slimmer, a charter member, "The common wish we all have had in the past was to be a debonair, but none of us were ever able to make it, so this is our chance to be elite, and hopefully catch some rich guy from Groove Pointe to marry us."

Although they all have a knack for social climbing, the girls can be clearly divided into two groups, the intimately friendly and the frustrated witches. Ely Cindypanoh has been known for being outgoing, although reliable sources say that she is not a true blond. Mandy Cathiciz on the other hand, is known for being rather reserved and quite fond of chewing ice.

Kappa Klappa Bamma has set new standards for the campus as a whole, and indeed they may be. They have moved faster than a speeding bullet to make themselves known and available to members of the Babson Community.

Important decisions made at Student Govt.

Ralph Sorenski was photographed by the CIA talking to Soviet officials. According to sources closest to the president, he was discussing the possibility of founding and presiding at the Soviets' first business school. Due to his great charisma, it seems Sorenski had practically convinced the pictures of the CIA to this end. Fortunately for Babson College, the proposal was turned down by Brezhnev. Sorenski was heard saying he would try Red China next.

SUPERDANCE
12 HOUR DANCE MARATHON
TO BENEFIT
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY

FEATURING:
- TOP HAT
- Traveling DJ Service
- CASPER
- 2 LIVE BANDS
- SQUARE DANCING
- DANCE CONTESTS
- AND MUCH MORE!!!

FRIDAY, MARCH 28 1pm-10pm
KNIGHT AUDITORIUM
Admission Charge - $2.00
FREE BEER WITH PROPER ID
**Weekly Bulletin**

**STUDENT ACTIVITIES**

Thursday, March 29
6:00
Senior Class Agent’s Dinner
T207/8
T103/4

5:00
Marathon Comm. Meeting For Circle K
T105
K209

6:00
Girls Basketball Dinner
G211

7:00
Babson Christian Fellowship
Scuba

7:00
Sailor Love-in
Larry’s Space

Friday, March 21
7:00
Student Jam Session
Fo’c’cle

Saturday, March 22
7:00
International Student Party
Yappa Yappa Gamma Meeting
Fo’c’cle
Keith C-13

Sunday, March 23
6:30
Sailing Club Film - Tall Ships - The voyage of the tall ships from Bermuda to Newport and finally to New York Harbor on July 4, 1976.
Racing Windjammers
Seven 300-foot, square rigged sailing ships with their student crews race across the rough North Sea from Oslo, Norway to Ostende, Belgium.

Monday, March 24
3:30
All College Council
B213
T105

4:30
Kappa Kappa Gamma Meeting
T203/4

5:00
Circle K Meeting

6:00
Candidates Night for Student Gov’t

Tuesday, March 25
5:00
Graduate Student Assoc. Dinner
with Alumni
T207/8
T103/4
T201

5:00
International Students Meeting
Babson Christian Fellowship

6:00
Film

6:30
Student Gov’t meeting
K209

Wednesday, March 26
4:00-5:00
SAM Exe Bd. Meeting
T103

4:00
SIGMA Sneaks Meeting
Hideout

6:00
Peter McNally Fan Club
PMG Phone Booth

Thursday, March 27
4:30
Forum Meeting
Fo’c’cle

5:00
Cardinal Key Meeting
T105

7:00
Babson Christian Fellowship
K209

March 27
9:00-10:30
Dr. J’s Class on Freedom of the Press
Deprogramming session for those who attend above.

Friday, March 28
12:00
Danceathon For Circle K
Knight Aud.

**SPORTS**

Saturday, March 22
9:30
Varisty Sailing - Negot. Bay Open
U.R.I.

Sunday, March 23
9:30
Varisty Sailing Invitational
TBA

Saturday, March 29
9:30
Varisty Sailing Invitational
M.I.T.

1:00
Varsity Basketball vs. Tufts (2)
Avery

2:00
Lacrosse vs. Westfield State
Home

**POOL SCHEDULE**

Monday March 24
12:00-1:30
Free Swim
12:00-5:00
Free Swim
6:30-9:00
Free Swim

Tuesday March 25
12:00-1:30
Free Swim
12:00-5:00
Free Swim
6:30-10:00
Free Swim

Wednesday March 26
12:00-1:30
Free Swim
12:00-5:00
Free Swim
6:30-10:00
Free Swim

Thursday March 27
12:00-1:30
Free Swim
12:00-5:00
Free Swim
6:00-8:00
Free Swim

Friday March 28
12:00-1:30
Free Swim
12:00-3:30
Free Swim

**FILMS**

Thursday, March 20
6:30
ALICE’S RESTAURANT
Fo’c’cle

Monday, March 24
7:00
HEARTS AND MINDS
Knight Aud.

**Grad Bag**

by Tom Wilcox and David Farrell

Hopefully, by now you have found a nomination for the upcoming Garduate Student Association elections. This is your BIG CHANCE to nominate responsible persons of your choice for President, Vice Presidents, Treasurer, and Secretary of the Graduate Student Association. Any association member may run and you may elect yourselves. Second year students are welcome to vote for the candidate of their choice. Be discerning: the responsibilities are not to be taken lightly!

Please! Practice Democracy and fill out nominations. Explicit instructions will be in the packet.

GET DOWN! Friday, March 28 you are cordially invited to the Cambridge Boat House for the Social Event of the Semester. All GSA members ($10 fee for non-members) are invited to attend. You will be among such distinguished people as Ralph Serrien and other members of the Babson community. The gala event is semi-formal and there will be plenty of dancing and good times shared by all. There is no need to bring a date. An open bar will prevail! See you there.

This Tuesday night, March 25, the Graduate Special Events Committee presents the Alumni Career Advisory Dinner. The event will be held in Trim 203, 204 and 205. Discussions begin at 6:00 p.m. followed by cocktails and dinner. If you missed the earlier sign-up, there will be another sign-up this Monday the 24th between 10:00 and 12:00 noon in the Grad Lounge.

This is the learning experience of the semester! Be it management-consulting, Marketing, or Finance-Accounting, these alumnus have important information to tell you about where you are headed. Besides, for a mere $3.00 you get top shelf and a gourmet meal. Both first and second year students are welcome.

Fish Person, Stan Luniewicz, reminds you to be prepared to swim Saturday, March 29, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. with the New England Marathon Swimmers Association. Meet the best of the waterways!
SKY TEAM WINS N.C.A.A. SKI TOURNAMENT

After displaying their best performance in 17 years of competing, the Babson College ski team entered the N.C.A.A. Ski Tournament. However, the college refused to put up the money to sponsor the team because, as the administration put it, "This college's first priority is academics. Skiing is too much fun and the team did too well to warrant appropriate funding." Thinking quickly, the team started a new business in Trim which earned $7000 in a week. They sold snow balls.

The team could not believe how beautiful the mountains were. In fact, one Meinerd couldn't wait to run to scale the peaks. If anyone hears from him, the team would appreciate being contacted, as he was holding $3000 of their money.

The evening's events were just as exciting as the day's. The team took this chance to visit both of the stores in Steamboat. Being in training, the coach would not let them stay up late or drink. Seeing that Babson students need alcohol to live, the coach spent the night strapped to the gondola.

When the squad came up with adequate funds, they headed for Steamboat Springs, Colorado. Their first surprise came when they found out that their accommodations were limited to one room, with a bathroom down the hall. Being very friendly people, however, the hotel management provided two extra mattresses to cover the floor, so all nine skiers could sleep.

The first day of competition featured the downhill. The team had an impressive first place showing from Peter McKlamm- mer, although no one else on the squad placed in the top 200. It seems that McKlammer had a fortunate advantage in paying the starter off so he could ski first. The rest of his teammates damaged the course so much, that few skiers were able to finish.

The second day's total dropped Babson's standings from a fine 42nd place to a dead last, 42nd.

That night proved to be crucial for Baho. In a team meeting, the Beavers only figured out one thing, Coloradans aren't used to seeing nine college students drink five kegs. In an unanimous vote, the team decided to challenge all other teams to a separate competition. What few rivals were left after these activities were eliminated by some of Babson's female contingent, Cindy "Bombs" Nelson and Evonne Marie Pruell. Cindy "Bombs" Nelson and Spider Skomitch eliminated 14 other teams from any other competition, day or night, by performing their bed sheet routine, leaving all contestants scarred, bleeding and limp.

In the final day's race, the slalom, Jean-Claude Ames and J. Otis Stemmark lured the few competitors left into shots of tequila and kamikazes. While they were under the influence, hard-core salesmen Peter McKlamm-mer sold the favored teams from the University of Colorado collapsible ski poles, and collapse they did! This left Babson's great Bippo the Kidd to win the slalom. On his way to victory Bippo incurred several rear-end bruises as he slid down most of the course on his prettiest part.

Now that competition was over, the ski team could finally party. After drinking the town dry, they went on maneuvers to bring back some sort of momento as remembrances of the fantastic trip. He proceeded to rape, pillage and steal anything that wasn't spelled down and even some that were.

Once again Babson left its mark in yet another place and time.
Hockey team plans move into larger building, as overcrowding prevails

Some Babson officials are calling it blackmail. Many are calling it ridiculous. Whatever the view may be, the Babson Hockey Team, because of overcrowding in their present arena, want a brand new one comparable to the Forum in Los Angeles. The team threatens that if their demand is not met in time they will move in with the Boston Celtics into the Boston Garden arena. The team further claims that they are losing gate receipts to the town figure skating club, which receives all profits from concessions.

The building, which would be situated near the present rink, would seat 12,250 for hockey and 18,500 for basketball. The hockey team has asked the Babson men's basketball team to join them on the venture, but the basketball team has declined. The $1,000,000 entrance fee for a little too steep, basketball Coach Dussart offers that he'd like to get out of the dump he's in now.

The building would not comment or present reports. About when asked the situation, Babson President Berington said that to cover the cost of the arena, tuition would have to be doubled or maybe tripled. Berington said then instead of he thought about the 15,000 seats could be filled per game, 1500 being the break even point. He responded that if the arena was built on campus, probably not, but if the hockey Beavers were tenants with the Celtics, it would be subject. They may be able to, if the team plays immediately before a Celtics game. Baboon admits, however, that skating on the 18-foot floor may cause a few problems.

Is there a solution? The only possible answer is to have the hockey team schedule its games after the intramural games, at Christmas, and Franklin. They noted, however, that getting officials as well as spectators for the early morning contests may be a problem.

Professional wrestling comes to Babson College

Yes, ladies and gentlemen, the event of all events of all events is coming to Babson. Promoted by the National Wrestling Alliance, it is the Babson Recreation Center. In the first attempt of any kind, Bob "Wild Man" Kersten takes on Ed "The Bear" Colletti in an exhibition bout. "Wild Man" Kersten grew up with a tribe of wrestling ancestors in the jungles of South Africa. He was discovered by former World Champion "The Fabulous Wizard," on his recent trip to the dark continent. "Wild Man" Kersten has a professional record of 23-0 and is famous for his ear-piercing howl which he brings up after his opponent.

"The Bear" was raised by his father, the legendary "//}}

when the ski season began back in January, few people knew that the hidden talents of Spider Skomish. She does not have what most people would consider an aerodynamic build. Coach Raggedy knew that Skomish had the competitive drive inside to make her a star. "Wild Man" Kersten grew up with a tribe of wrestling ancestors in the jungles of South Africa. He was discovered by former World Champion "The Fabulous Wizard," on his recent trip to the dark continent. "Wild Man" Kersten has a professional record of 23-0 and is famous for his ear-piercing howl which he brings up after his opponent.

"The Bear" was raised by his father, the legendary "American". He is a member of the Forests of Upper Mongolia. His father, the first-born of the breed, which covers his body certainly makes "The Bear" the 8th Wonder of the World. Carrying a record of 6-0 and managed by Bruno the Inhuman, "The Beast" looks for a victory to propel him to the top.

The second match features George "the Animal" Mand and Mark "the Butcher" Peterson. "The Animal" is famous for his Cleveland, Armpit Lock, which can be applied from the 10th floor of the John Hancock Building. "the Beast" is handicapped when his head is locked under "the Animal's" arm. This move has been successful in 24 of 25 attempts.

"The Butcher" was an employee at the Acme Slaughter House Company when he was discovered by Bruno when he was at the Minneapolis Forum. "The Butcher" has had

Sports Talk

Lorry Bird could be the man, but then again he may not be...Maybe he's the son of Jerry J. Jones...? Hey, I don't know if it could be anyone...I guess that must be the way of the world...Just remember, I'll take Sam's girl in that fish...if you give me 3 to 1 odds...If you recall it was rainy the last time we made that bet...Look for the Red Sox to play baseball this summer...Wasn't he awesome?...Well so goes...Fear or maybe five of them will be there and me believe me are good. Celts will win, if they score more points than the team they play. Did you see Joe?...he must have bit off more than he could chew and pulked...Sorry Ralph Z...I'll take Philly and give you two okay...time to get to the local Bebe scene...Babson plays intercollegiate sports...Hot off the press. They won, honest they did...Well not much more to say...Cloudy skies prevail!

Wow, have you ever seen anyone hit a baseball like that before? That man can really hit a long ball...He has a shot of winning the batting crown over the other player...I guess it is just another wall and see situation...Hot dogs are up 50 cents over last years high price...This fact is nothing once you consider the traffic levels of the Lower Kansas City...Dogging to the right side, should play about 396 yards in today's windy weather...The story is indeed yet not to be written. If he beats him in the match, she will without a doubt lose. Look at that club...What is it? I see...Maybe tomorrow or the next day...If not now, when? See you at the circus...Lions and tigers and bears...

This week's quiz? What person has played in and lost the most shuffleboard matches?

Babson's Athlete of the Week Spider Skomish

As Coach Raggedy put it, "In twenty-one years of coaching, I've never seen a racing form even close to the one used by Skomish."

Spider Skomish is this week's Athlete of the Week, for her stunning performances, both on and off the slopes, in the N.C.A.A. Skiing Championships. Coach Raggedy taught herself to ski while growing up with a group of Nomads traveling in the Sahara Desert. It is believed that her parents were skiers however, as she was originally found sliding down an icy hill in the Alps, in a basket.

Babson's Athlete of the Week Spider Skomish
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This week's quiz? What person has played in and lost the most shuffleboard matches?
AKK comes out of its coffin to take Deathball lead

Fraternity deathball continued last week, with Alpha Kappa Pi sneaking into the lead as a result of 22 points earned by their players just before press time. "It's kind of a shame," explained an Alpha Kappa Pi spokesman, "but we're just going to have to go into next year with heads held high in confidence, attitude, and hopefully we'll come back next year stronger and with fewer fatalities to our record." Theta Chi is currently second, with 18-19, zero Beta Tau is third with 8-9-18, and a disappointing Delta Sigma Pi brought up the rear with a score of 4-6-10. A Big Pop-Neck felt that "Our squad can't get into the game anymore, since the rule changes made it into a game for wimps." Commenting on these charges, Intermural and Frat Sports Director Bill Roberts said, "It's unfortunate that we have to use knives and chains, but it was getting a little too rough out there before the Frat Night Specials and flame-throwers." Assistant Intramural Director Stan Dicouicz reports that plans were in the works for a spring outing race. The race, according to Stan, will be run on campus the day after, at Keith/Cantfield will arrive 2 hours later. Publisher will from Knight Annex to Coleman Hall, start used by race. On Fridays between 3:30 and 4:30, Theta Chi will set off their "Big Bum Trot." It will run on Thursday, March 27, at 5 a.m. Commenting on the date, Theta Chi offered to bill about it, and be said they'd have no problem with the time that we could use the road." Stan is also lining up a "special guest," and if you believe the grapevine, it will be either former coach of the Team Dave Kleier or movie star Benji. Concerning the "Swil Trot," North is expected to finish strong, and the faculty will be disqualified for attempting to run the race as a relay. Concerning overall leader Forest Hall's chances, Dorm A.D. Scott Krohen feels that "We'll have about fifty people from dorm; I hope at least a couple finish." Asked about the large number participating, Scott replied, "Oh, they'll be there alright. I'm going to bring two drugs after the race." Everyone with questions concerning the race should contact Bill Roberts, who will be in his office between 3 and 5:20 p.m. on Tuesday, March 25.

Upcoming intramural events include a "central source," and a Founder's Day program, where a Babson Good is hidden, and the winner is the first person to proclaim. Foremost, Assistant Intramural Director Stan Dicouicz reports that plans were in the works for a spring outing race. The race, according to Stan, will be run on campus the day after, at Keith/Cantfield will arrive 2 hours later. Publisher will from Knight Annex to Coleman Hall, start used by race. On Fridays between 3:30 and 4:30, Theta Chi will set off their "Big Bum Trot." It will run on Thursday, March 27, at 5 a.m. Commenting on the date, Theta Chi offered to bill about it, and be said they'd have no problem with the time that we could use the road." Stan is also lining up a "special guest," and if you believe the grapevine, it will be either former coach of the Team Dave Kleier or movie star Benji. Concerning the "Swil Trot," North is expected to finish strong, and the faculty will be disqualified for attempting to run the race as a relay. Concerning overall leader Forest Hall's chances, Dorm A.D. Scott Krohen feels that "We'll have about fifty people from dorm; I hope at least a couple finish." Asked about the large number participating, Scott replied, "Oh, they'll be there alright. I'm going to bring two drugs after the race." Everyone with questions concerning the race should contact Bill Roberts, who will be in his office between 3 and 5:20 p.m. on Tuesday, March 25.

Upcoming intramural events include a "central source," and a Founder's Day program, where a Babson Good is hidden, and the winner is the first person to proclaim. Foremost, Assistant Intramural Director Stan Dicouicz reports that plans were in the works for a spring outing race. The race, according to Stan, will be run on campus the day after, at Keith/Cantfield will arrive 2 hours later. Publisher will from Knight Annex to Coleman Hall, start used by race. On Fridays between 3:30 and 4:30, Theta Chi will set off their "Big Bum Trot." It will run on Thursday, March 27, at 5 a.m. Commenting on the date, Theta Chi offered to bill about it, and be said they'd have no problem with the time that we could use the road." Stan is also lining up a "special guest," and if you believe the grapevine, it will be either former coach of the Team Dave Kleier or movie star Benji. Concerning the "Swil Trot," North is expected to finish strong, and the faculty will be disqualified for attempting to run the race as a relay. Concerning overall leader Forest Hall's chances, Dorm A.D. Scott Krohen feels that "We'll have about fifty people from dorm; I hope at least a couple finish." Asked about the large number participating, Scott replied, "Oh, they'll be there alright. I'm going to bring two drugs after the race." Everyone with questions concerning the race should contact Bill Roberts, who will be in his office between 3 and 5:20 p.m. on Tuesday, March 25.
Top of The Basket goes to the Freep staff for proving once again to have a sense of humor.

Flash to H. The Kathy Jones of North.

Flash to Everyone who helped make my year as editor successful and happy. I couldn’t have asked for a better staff. Thank you all.

Flash to Paul David Baker: Thanks so much for all the rides, etc. I really appreciated it. You’re so nice.

I thought it over.

Lunch to A.S.: You really have a lot of class.

Flash to whoever has the pin but is not wearing green underwear as we have hours or less.

Flash to Crazy J and the mission man: You can do better.

Flash to Ronnie and Rich: Happy belated birthday!!

Flash to everyone I didn’t send a postcard to personally, Chichi!! This is it so pay attention — I hate deserts, you’re lucky you’re not here. I love you all. Me.

Flash to CI the study wizilla: Next time you want to do a chat with me and my room, make sure the reservation is up, with Scott.

Flash to A.J.: Keep practicing that signature, maybe you could even practice on checks payable to you.

Flash to all: free entry??

Flash to all the partygoers at the afterhours at the White House on Sat. night: Did you eat yet?

Flash to Sven: SHARKS!!

Flash to Juice: Get your Schlagnout of here!!

Flash to Don: Thank you for exactly restating everything that I said in class. I learn so much from you. Have you ever considered a career as a reiterationist?

Y—Saturday night was a lot of fun. Too bad you missed it. We will have it again sometime.

A.J. J.P.J.M.K.

P&M—Anyone who wants to sleep in their own bed can. Thanks, V&A.

Flash to the Girls Cross Country Team: Good Luck! I hope you win and run very goo.

Rewall for the return of “Temporarily out of order” sign stolen from library copy machine. No questions asked.

Flash to Karen: Relax, it’s only casual.

Flash to Chadwick: It’s 8 AM — does your mother know where you are?

Flash to Elaine: I think it is a case of unrequited love.

Get psyched Bah-o-the Superdome is coming. March 28th! Sponsor your friends and come over for a great time!!

Flash to CC: I went to Ft. Lauderdale! Have a nice ride home? Poob.

Flash to those in Capital Planning — assignment over vacation already?? Not us. Why? My heart goes for you!!

Flash to Jamie—Thanks for showing us the wonders of L1 and the joys of Chinese food. It was great! Paul.

Flash to Ace, Scramania and Phil: You write some great stuff!! Boss

Flash to CC-Running up quite a bill to Ohio, I hear.

Flash to Babsen community-Parody is the sincerest form of flattery.

Announcing the SSL—Schnitts & Co. sign up now! classes held the first Monday after a holiday.

Flash to RS—Wells, our jogging is now complete. Now comes the debugging! (And another date!)

Love, Q.M.

Congratulations to the Circle K officers—Carl Johnson, Pres.; Tom Lydon and Ken Romanzi, vice-pres.; Karen Mooney, Sec.; Laura Butler, Treas.

To the Wilson Tour Guide: All your good skier needs is stamina, guts and courage. We had it all!!

Thanks, the visit to the blackjack.

Last day to sign up for the Circle K—Pee Wee, Monday.

Flash to the campus—Join the Kappas in a “Welcome Spring” party Thursday (tonight) at Cooperfields from 7:30 to 9:30. Happy Belated Birthday!! Love your suitemates.

Flash to Dorothy: I can’t hear you. I have a jelly bean in my ear.

Flash to Oakie: I think the only theory you know is Theory 2.7.2.7.2.

Flash to the Whalers: Marshall brought their stick, otherwise the Whalers might have won. The only reason we lost would have won if the roof caved in. Good luck in the playoffs.

Flash to PAM we elect you Miss Arizona of 1980.

Love, Chichi and AJ

Flash to Maz & Jean: It’s ONLY so let’s make the best out of it.

Flash to Peggy: You Jock, how’s your athletic cup, hopefully better than your oxygen mask.

Flash to my honey: The Knight turned out to be a cold bore!

Flash to Dave: Drop Drawers at Babson and you’ll remove all doubt. On secon thought...

Flash to the Superdome: Long live.

Flash to Lori: Who made your new necklace, Europeans?

Flash to Droid: I hear all those Bahamian guys loved that nice Jewish ice!!

Flash to Delta Sig: You’re worse than a bunch of old women.

Flash to Scottie: I may have busted a key but...we’ll get over it.

Flash to Jeff Harris: It was a lot of fun.

Flash to Jay Nichols: Happy 20th Birthday, Lyre and Shade. Have a good one at the Surf Club.

Flash to Mez: V.D. is for EVERYONE not just one or two.

Flash to Gill: Text Ritter rides again.

Flash to Ellis: Does Harvard really have a guest house and if so can you stay there this weekend?

Bottom of the Basket goes to anyone who is reading this.

For sale-Panasonic stereo system, FM/AM radio, turntable, 8-track system and two tower speakers. Only one year old— asking $200.

The Academy in Fussen will again be offering its free tutorial program to all students. The tutoring program will be offered Thursday evenings from 6:30 to 8:30 in Library 001. Bring all assignments you want to have checked.

Attention students—Information on Student Gov. will be offered in the Tumors at Utopia are Wednesday and Thursday March 26 and 27, with elections to follow on April 1st and 3rd. Candidacy night is on March 24 at 6:00 in Trim 201/202.

Mature Temps Inc. will be on Campus Monday March 24 10 AM to 1:30 PM Park Manor Informal Lounge. Eleanor Hennessy will be recruiting for Summer Openings see Mrs. Adams for details.

Announcing the candidacy of Stephen Savriss for Vice President. He can be found in the commissary lounge in central Monday, Wed., and Friday afternoons between 4:30 and 5:00 to answer any questions you might have. Feel free to come and chat.

Dinner is served

Thursday, March 20
Lunch
Hot Meatloaf Sandwich
Frank’s
Baked Macaroni and Cheese
Walkers
Dinner
Baked Ham
Turkey Pot Pie
Tacos
Quiche
Friday, March 21
Lunch
Cheeseburgers
Fishwich
American Style Lasagne
Jubbins Corn Souffle
Dinner
Roast Lamb
Baked Cod
Pizza
Saturday, March 22
Jbrunch Buffet
Dinner
arro BO学G Fried Shrimp
Sunday, March 23
_3unch Buffet
Dinner
Roast Park
Sproutlet
Monday, March 24
Lunch
Cheeseburgers
Shepherd’s Pie
Salaad
Dinner
Oven Baked Chicken
Bread Sticks
Wednesday, March 26
Lunch
Cheeseburgers
Shepherd’s Pie
Salaad
Dinner
Turkey
Ibex Rye Beef
Pstrami
Tuesday, March 25
Lunch
Frank’s
Chili
Hato Turkish Sandwich
Dinner
Veal Parmesan
Filet of Beef
Liver on Onions
Wednesday, March 26
Lunch
Cheeseburgers
Shepherd’s Pie
Salaad
Dinner
Turkey
Ibex Rye Beef
Pstrami
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I thought you might enjoy reading this